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GOVERNOR SIGNS REP. BERNIER BILLS  

 
Madison – Today in Madison, Governor Scott Walker signed forty-nine bills into law before 

giving remarks at the Veterans Day Program held in the Capitol Rotunda. Three of the bills 

signed were authored by State Representative Kathy Bernier (R-Lake Hallie).  

 

Assembly Bill 112 allows for advanced practice nurse practitioners (APNP) and physician 

assistants (PA) to sign a Department of Natural Resources form which is required for disabled 

individuals to seek special permissions for hunting. “This is a big deal in northern Wisconsin 

where medical doctors are not always available in a clinical setting,” Rep. Bernier said. “A 

constituent brought this issue forward after having to get his son-in-law to drive him to the 

Tomah VA, from Stanley, just to have his appointed VA physician sign a form. His PA, who 

works in a local medical clinic just up the road, could not sign it. With such a shortage of doctors 

in the northern parts of the state, this is a sensible solution that will help.”  

 

Assembly Bill 243 protects the integrity of the Youth Hunt Program in Wisconsin. “A youth 

hunting tag is meant to encourage the participation of our next generation in the great Wisconsin 

tradition of deer hunting,” Bernier said. “Unfortunately, there have been reports in some northern 

counties, particularly where antlerless non-quota zones exist, that adults in group hunting parties 

have been using youth tags to take a deer. The Youth Hunt Program is great success and it 

should not provide a work-around for those who don’t want to follow the law. AB 243 ensures 

that this popular program is not abused.”  

 

Senate Bill 160 clarifies in statute that oxygen equipment and their components, used in nursing 

homes and facilities providing services to those with developmental disabilities, are subject to 

the manufacture’s recommendation for maintenance. “The current standard for maintenance is 

five days, whether or not there is a need,” Bernier said. “This bill simply allows those 

responsible for providing care the ability to follow the manufacture’s recommendations for 

servicing equipment. The idea for the bill comes from the health care community and will 

provide cost savings to facilities without sacrificing quality of service.”  

 

All three of Rep. Bernier’s bills signed today received bipartisan support both in the legislature 

and among the communities represented.  
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